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Introduction
Felix Barber



AI taking centre stage in the news and in business

“AI is probably the most 
important thing that 
humanity has ever 
worked on. I think of it as 
something more 
profound than electricity 
or fire”
Sundar Pichai, CEO 
Google at WEF 2019



What does AI mean for your company?

• 3 Discussions
 14.00-15.00 Improving business processes with AI

o Angie Ma
 15.00-16.20 (incl. 20 minutes tea-break) AI based strategic transformation

o Felix Barber
 16.20-17.20 Responsible AI: ensuring good governance

o David Dean
 17.20-17.30 wrap-up



Intelligent company anatomy: the collaboration of 
man and machine in sensing, learning and acting
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Angie Ma: Machine learning, the core of AI
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Felix Barber: AI based strategic transformation
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David Dean: Responsible AI
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Arti icial Intelligence is the most 
important technology of our age.



318
We have delivered

Data Science projects

8 countries

We work in

23 sectors

We cover



● Commodity AI (general translation, general image recognition) 
will be owned by the technology giants: Amazon, Google, Microsoft

● But the real impact of AI comes with the adoption across the economy, 
and most of the economy specialises in something

● Smaller companies may want black-box AI, but many companies will 
want a competitive advantage from AI, and will have to build their own

● Good data scientists will be the practitioners that build the custom AI. 
They are important and distributed in many types of organisation

● Computation is, and will remain, fundamental to data science. 
Coding is, and will remain, fundamental to computation

We believe the AI market will 
develop in particular ways



Finding the right problems

• What would we love to know 
that affects revenue?

• What consumes significant 
resources?

• What are ‘painful’ points in 
our process?

• How big & long term are the 
effects?

• Would this change without 
this project taking place?

Tractable 
Questions

Accessible
Data

Actionable 
Outcomes

• What can we easily change?

• What different kinds of 
actions are possible?

• How big are the barriers to 
taking action?

• How many external parties 
would the change involve?

• What data could be used?

• What data should be used? 
(nb. Legality ≠  legitimacy)

• What data do we have 
available internally?

• What data is available from 
third parties?

• Is the data complete, 
accurate, and timely?

Impactful 
Issues

• Can data be used to solve it?

• Are best practice examples 
available?

• Does the solution easily 
generalise to similar 
problems? 



● Exploring many scenarios

● High data volume

● High dynamism to the data

● Not all variables identifiable

● High value to improved accuracy

When AI could be adding value

The list below is not exhaustive. De initely consider AI if you have one or 

more elements below.  



Case Studies
Improving business with AI



Identifying terrorist propaganda
case study

● We built AI software for the UK Home Office to 
automatically detect terrorist propaganda videos on the 
web, a problem Google claimed was too hard to solve.

● Our model operates at the very cutting edge of machine 
learning. It captures 94% of terrorist propaganda, at a 
0.005% False Positive Rate; low enough to operate at the 
scale of millions of videos per day.

● We are currently giving the model away for free to online 
content platforms.



● A large internet payments company processing over 8 million 
transactions per month.

● Fewer than 0.0001% of transactions were fraudulent but the costs 
of fraud and fraud detection were high. Rules-based detection 
system was no longer keeping pace with demand.

● Our model detected fraud with 99.9% accuracy, significantly 
outperforming previous system. 93% of fraudulent transactions that 
would have slipped through can now be detected. Fewer legitimate 
transactions are blocked by the new model.

● The model will allow the organisation to reduce its fraud detection 
team from 200 to c.20 people, saving approximately 20% of their 
overall salary budget.

Automating fraud detection
case study



Reducing delays on the rail 
network

● We built  a layer of intelligence into the software 
used by railway traffic controllers.  

● It can predict the emergence of delays and flag 
them to controllers up to 60 minutes in advance, 
50% more accurately than any previous 
forecasting method.

● This is the first time predictive modelling has been 
used on the UK rail network.

case study



Optimising airline staffing
case study

● We helped a leading UK airline model their demand for 
staff in different places at different times to a very high 
degree of accuracy.

● This meant that they could move from a static staffing 
model - in which they kept 21% of staff on standby to 
guard against service disruptions - to a dynamic one,  that 
varied over place and time.

● This dynamic model created £10 million of savings each 
year without any deterioration in performance.

Static standby model

Dynamic standby model



Building AI Software to combat 
political disinformation 

case study

● We built AI software that could take any text and read it in 
the voice of the US President, Donald Trump

● We used an algorithm based on a model known as 
WaveNet in order convincingly replicate human speech. 
Once the model is trained, any new sentence can be 
synthesised virtually in real time. 

● We are now working with the Transatlantic Commission 
on Election Integrity to use this technology to combat this 
threat, by testing the authenticity of video content. 



● Young, city based → high risk group of customers

● Machine learning allowed us to dynamically 
estimate the risk of an accident using weather and 
traffic conditions

● Significantly more accurate than traditional 
algorithms using vehicle and user data

● Also enables customer feedback to influence their 
risk-behaviours

Using machine learning to insure 
the gig economy

case study



AI Strategy

DIAGNOSE YOUR 
STARTING POINT

Assess the level of 
data science skills in 
your organisation

Audit your data 
assets

Test the readiness 
of your tech stack

MAP 
OPPORTUNITIES

Identify business 
problems that data 
science can address

Map the landscape of 
potential applications 
across your business 
based on your data

DEFINE YOUR 
ROADMAP

Assess the RoI of 
different AI 
investments

Build a balanced 
portfolio of AI use cases

Design an AI roadmap 
that delivers in-house 
expertise

Build bespoke AI 
software

Hire data scientists

Upskill your staff

ACT

➔



Questions for discussions

● Would you dispute that AI has the potential to make a big difference to your company 
performance?

● How far have you got to in using AI in your organisations? What are your learnings?

● What could be possible pitfalls for your organisations in implementing AI?



angie@faculty.ai

+44 7979 853 122

54 Welbeck St, Marylebone, 
London W1G 9XS, UK

Follow us:

If you’re interested in further discussion, 
please get in touch.

Thank you

mailto:info@faculty.ai


MIT Technology Review - This is why AI has yet to reshape most businesses 
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612897/this-is-why-ai-has-yet-to-reshape-most-businesses/

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars - Forecasting sales (5mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjV2XPZj4JA&feature=youtu.be

Zinc - Finding safe route in a city (5mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wrUcwr4WZI

Recommended reading and videos

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612897/this-is-why-ai-has-yet-to-reshape-most-businesses/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjV2XPZj4JA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wrUcwr4WZI


AI based strategic 
transformation



AI based strategic transformation

• Hypothesis
 There will be many AI based strategic transformation opportunities/threats

• Question
 Are there AI specific strategy frameworks helpful to identify and evaluate them    



Two candidates for AI specific strategy frameworks 

• Smart agent anatomy: the roles of man and machine throughout the business value chain

• AI opportunity canvas (adaptation of Lean Canvas)



Intelligent company anatomy



Much more to transformational AI than just ML

Real world 
environment

AI

Sense
(self, environment)

Act
(message, move, 

manipulate)

Learn
(algorithms, 

computing power)

Sense
(3rd party data)



Real world 
environment

Self driving car

Sense: cameras, radar, lidar, 
ultrasound, altimeters, 

gyroscopes, tachymeters, 

Act: autonomous steering, 
braking, accelerating

Learn: Many ML algorithms, 
GPUs, TPUs, other AI specific 
microprocessors

Sense: GPS, 3D and 
HD maps 

Example: Self-driving car



Transformational AI about much more than just ML

• What else changes 
 New sensing (e.g. with drones or satellites)
 Use of new 3rd party data (data layer as separate platform business)
 Faster, cheaper processing (web services, chips)
 More sophisticated robotics (e.g. smarter machine manipulation)



Intelligent company anatomy: a new lens on the value 
chain that is a candidate for transformation

• What parts of the anatomy need to change?
 Sense, learn, act?
 Where can machine outcompete man?

• How to put the needed package together?
 In-house, Business partner? 
 Classic value chain or close partnering in ecosystem(s)?



AI opportunity canvas



Multielement AI anatomy means transformation with 
AI often involves complex ecosystems

• Complex ecosystem
 Different players “own” different pieces of the AI anatomy

• Need to forge Alliances
 Collaboration strategy issues 

Must reflect these issues in AI opportunity canvas



Example: Blue River technology 

www.bluerivertechnology.com



AI Opportunity Canvas adapts Lean Canvas for AI 
(Adaptations to Lean Canvas)

Cost structure Revenue model

Problem

Existing alternatives

Value proposition

High level concept
Making it happen

Customer segments

Early adopters

Unfair advantage

Channels
Ecosystem partners

Solution

Key metrics
Barriers



Costs
• Computer vision R&D
• Precision spraying equipment R&D
• Spraying equipment production
• Training and services
• Sales

Revenue streams
• Equipment sales and spraying service
• Full service offer (equipment, labour and service) 

Problem
• High farming costs
• Labor expensive and 

scarce
• Water scarce
• Fertilizer/weed 

killer creates 
environmental 
damage

• Crops resistant to 
fertilizer/weed killer 

Existing alternatives
• Manual lettuce 

thinning
• Indiscriminate use 

of water and 
fertilizer/weed killer

Value proposition
• Automate crop 

thinning (lettuce)
• Reduce water, 

fertilizer and weed 
killer needed

• Combat resistance 
to fertilizer/weed 
killer (separate 
chemicals for 
fertilizing and weed 
killing) 

Making it happen
• Start with lettuce
• Offer full service to 

overcome farmer 
trust issues

• Partner with farm 
equipment supplier

Customer segments
• Farmers requiring 

crop thinning, 
watering, fertilizing 
and weeding

Early adopters
• Lettuce thinning
• Cotton/Sorghum 

weed killing

Unfair advantage
• Experience in crop-

specific computer 
vision performance

• Experience in 
precision spraying at 
high speed 

Ecosystem partners
• Farm spraying 

equipment suppliers
• Fertilizer, weed 

killer, irrigation 
experts

Solutions
• Computer vision 

algorithms to spot 
crops, weeds, 
irrigation needs

• Cameras, Edge 
computing

• Precision spraying 
of fertilizer, weed 
killer, water 

Barriers
• Precision spraying at 

high speed requires 
different skill set

• Lack of established 
relationships/trust 
in farming 
community

www.bluerivertechnology.com

AI Opportunity canvas: Blue River Technology



For discussion: AI based strategic transformation

• What strategy frameworks are most helpful evaluating AI based strategic transformation?

• Are there any useful AI specific strategy frameworks and, if so, what are they?
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Responsible AI

David Dean

6th. March 2019
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A top of mind issue

72%

67%

76%

believe AI will 
define their future 
business advantage

believe AI will have a 
negative impact on 
stakeholder trust in 

their industry

are most concerned 
about the potential 
for bias and lack of 

transparency

For US business leaders….

Source: Various PwC Studies and MIT Sloan reports

41%

87%

96%

don’t trust AI for 
medical diagnosis, 

financial planning, etc. 

would support rules 
prohibiting AI from 
posing as humans

would not trust AI in 
employee hiring 

processes

For US consumers….
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Why the concern?

Values Ethics

TransparencyReliability Privacy

Trust

Inclusiveness
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Broader societal concerns as well

Future of work

• Sufficient new jobs, or widespread un- or under-employment?

• More inequalities in wealth creation and distribution?

Future of trust

• Elimination or enhancement of biases, for example in legal processes?

Future of humanity

• Likelihood of unintended consequences, for example “superintelligence”?
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Responsible AI

Goals and Constraints

Governance Engagement
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Responsible AI

Business Goals
• Well-specified, robust objectives

Ethical Constraints
• Customer experience
• Employee engagement
• Societal responsibilities

Legal Constraints
• Compliance with privacy, data protection 

and security regulations
• Clarity on liability allocation with partners

Goals and Constraints
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Even “simple” applications raise difficult questions

Call centre example:

• Productivity goal –
many calls or minimal 
complaints?

• Improve customer 
loyalty by better 
matching to caller?

• Right to know the 
voice is non-human?

• Other?
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The case of Microsoft’s Tay chatbot

https://www.theverge.com/2016/3/24/11297050/tay-microsoft-chatbot-racist
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Risk of Discrimination

Algorithms learn from human examples and pick up unconscious human biases 
(gender, race, culture, etc.)
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Risk of Misuse and Malicious Repurposing

Misuse
(Example)

Malicious Repurposing 
(Example)

What if your granddaughter is a 
Nigerian Prince?
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Ethical constraints pose particularly difficult issues

Different views on what is “the right thing to do”

Many people will pursue self-interest even when in conflict with right thing to do

Should humans surrender decision making to algorithms? 

Should customers be aware of how their data is being used?

Should customers know whether they’re interacting with a real person or not?

Should targeted micro-segmentation of customers be allowed if it leads to 
discrimination?

Should your children be barred from a good school because you walked your dog 
without a leash?
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The Trolley Problem

By McGeddon - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=52237245

What would you do?
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Ethical choices not universal

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612341/a-global-ethics-study-aims-to-help-ai-solve-the-self-driving-trolley-problem/

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612341/a-global-ethics-study-aims-to-help-ai-solve-the-self-driving-trolley-problem/
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AVs make the Trolley Problem real

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612341/a-global-ethics-study-aims-to-help-ai-solve-the-self-driving-trolley-problem/

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612341/a-global-ethics-study-aims-to-help-ai-solve-the-self-driving-trolley-problem/
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Ethical choices not universal

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612341/a-global-ethics-study-aims-to-help-ai-solve-the-self-driving-trolley-problem/

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612341/a-global-ethics-study-aims-to-help-ai-solve-the-self-driving-trolley-problem/
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So what type of AV do you sell?

Source: Bryce Goodman, Singularity University
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So how can companies ensure Responsible AI?

Accountability
• Clear accountability framework
• Tracking of value delivered and 

stakeholders’ responses
• Auditing of outputs

Risk Management
• Clarity on risks & inclusion in risk register
• Assiduous monitoring for discrimination, 

vulnerabilities & malicious re-purposing
• Appropriate approach to crisis response 
• Employ a Chief Ethicist, and/or create an 

oversight committee for AI activities

Internal
• Discuss use of AI internally, also with 

staff who are not directly involved

External
• Participate in public and private debate 

about the relevant issues
• Engage with policy makers on the issues 

– also to ensure that regulation does not 
stifle valuable activities

Governance Engagement
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Microsoft AI Principles

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/our-approach-to-ai
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Microsoft: Taking a stand on Facial Recognition

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2018/12/06/facial-recognition-its-time-for-action/
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Finland’s AI Initiative

Source: https://www.helsinki.fi/en/news/data-science-news/finland-is-challenging-the-entire-world-to-understand-ai-by-offering-a-completely-free-online-course-initiative-got-1-of-the-finnish-population-to
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For Discussion

What are the issues and problems you are facing in setting up the governance 
to ensure responsible AI?” 
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Responsible AI

Accountability
• Clear accountability framework
• Tracking of value delivered and 

stakeholders’ responses
• Auditing of outputs

Risk Management
• Clarity on risks & inclusion in 

risk register
• Assiduous monitoring for 

discrimination, vulnerabilities & 
malicious re-purposing

• Appropriate approach to crisis 
response 

• Employ a Chief Ethicist, and/or 
create an oversight committee 
for AI activities

Internal
• Discuss use of AI internally, also 

with staff who are not directly 
involved

External
• Participate in public and private 

debate about the relevant 
issues

• Engage with policy makers on 
the issues – also to ensure that 
regulation does not stifle 
valuable activities

Governance Engagement

Business Goals
• Well-specified, robust objectives

Ethical Constraints
• Customer experience
• Employee engagement
• Societal responsibilities

Legal Constraints
• Compliance with privacy, data 

protection and security 
regulations

• Clarity on liability allocation with 
partners

Goals and 
Constraints
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Reading

Principles for Responsible AI

https://blog.google/topics/ai/ai-principles/

https://www.Microsoft.com/en-us/ai/our-approach-to-ai/

http://www.sage.com/~/media/group/files/business-builders/ai-white-paper-aug2018.pdf?la=en

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/draft-ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai

UK Government Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation

Malicious AI

https://maliciousaireport.godaddysites.com/

Trolley Problem and Autonomous Vehicles

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0637-6

http://moralmachine.mit.edu/

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612341/a-global-ethics-study-aims-to-help-ai-solve-the-self-driving-trolley-problem/

Other

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/604087/the-dark-secret-at-the-heart-of-ai/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AmUC4m6w1wo

https://blog.google/topics/ai/ai-principles/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/our-approach-to-ai/
http://www.sage.com/%7E/media/group/files/business-builders/ai-white-paper-aug2018.pdf?la=en
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/draft-ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0637-6
http://moralmachine.mit.edu/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612341/a-global-ethics-study-aims-to-help-ai-solve-the-self-driving-trolley-problem/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/604087/the-dark-secret-at-the-heart-of-ai/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AmUC4m6w1wo
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